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Water forms a complex hydrogen-bonding network which
fluctuates and rearranges on the fs-ps timescale.
Understanding water’s hydrogen bonding dynamics is a
fundamental consideration for describing aqueous
processes including solvation, transport, and redox
chemistry.
The aqueous proton is a species of particular interest, as the
structure of the proton and the details of aqueous proton
transport have been debated for several decades. The
aqueous proton displays broad infrared spectral features as
shown in the figure below, a result of the rapid dynamics of
the proton complex. We use ultrafast infrared spectroscopy
with the aim to characterize the proton’s structure, directly
observe its solvation dynamics, and uncover the mechanism
of aqueous proton transport.
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Water and Aqueous Proton Dynamics
Proton Stretch t2 = 150 fs

2M HCl Bend t2 = 100 fs
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2D IR spectroscopy provides structural sensitivity
with ultrafast time resolution. Higher-lying
vibrational excited states and combination bands
are direct probes of molecular configurations.
The figure above displays the 2D IR spectrum
following excitation of the proton bend (left) and
proton stretch (right) vibrational modes.
Fundamental transitions are displayed in red,
while excited state absorptions are displayed in
blue. The proton stretch displays an inverted
anharmonicity, where the overtone transition is
higher frequency than the fundamental. This
measurement provides valuable information about
the proton’s vibrational potential energy surface,
which must have steep walls compared to a
harmonic potential. This is consistent with our
proposed structure of a proton tightly confined
between two flanking waters.

